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What are the most reliable terms and axioms/assumptions that Math and Physics should 
be built on to support future research?

The quest for a foundation for scientific research is a quest for a good place to start in 
making explanations about how the world works. It is also a quest for productive corporate 
standards
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This presentation and the body of work presented at www.PlaceOfUnderstanding.us is 
produced by Sally Seaver.

Sally Seaver has bachelor degrees in Social Science (’86), Math (’88), and Physics (’88)  from 
the University of California at Irvine.
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Here’s the answer in a nutshell, but it may not be very meaningful to you.
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Here is an example of someone else who has investigated the current state of affairs and 
agrees that there is room for improvement for theoretical foundations --- especially the 
foundation of mathematics.
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I was in Aldrich Park at UC Irvine (Fall 1982), studying on the grass and thinking about the 
fundamental forces that I learned about in Conceptual Physics. It seemed odd to me that 
for big objects, the relevant force — gravity — only acted in one direction. The interplay of 
attractive and repulsive forces for charged particles related to the electro-magnetic force 
seemed more balanced and proper. So I thought what if there was another force that could 
be a kind of anti-gravity. Curiosity and imagination started me on an intellectual journey.
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I considered that gravity is associated with mass; so, a candidate to consider for anti-gravity 
is the opposite of mass or that which is characterized by the absence of mass: space.

(I didn’t know it then, but Newton debated whether gravity was associated with mass or 
space.)
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As I thought about space, I pulled out the formal academic definition of space (and 
consulted a book by Paul Davies: Space and Time in the Modern Universe).

Given that the primary language of Physics is Math, the mathematical definition of space 
appeared to be the one I would need to deal with:
Space ≡ the set of all possible points
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A point has NO distance or direction. So, how can space be a collection of these things?

Tracking down the answer required a visit to a professor during office hours.
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Points on a line are associated with numbers: the number line. This association is made by 
assumption. (Similarly, numbers are associated with points in a plane or in a 3-space.)

There’s no refuting an assumption. An assumption is a given, it’s an axiom.

Another feature of this system: you can have an infinite collection of points and still not 
have a line or a space — you have to have uncountably-many points.

Magic happens when you go from a countable infinite set of points to an uncountable 
infinite set of points: 
from no distance and direction to distance and direction being present.

I don’t think this type of magic is proper for the foundation of analytical geometry.

Thus, the next stop on my journey was to investigate assumption-making in the world of 
math through a year-long course in Mathematical Logic.
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It was a world of sets and symbols, lots of symbols, symbols that are detached or devoid of 
meaning…

…and a big form of circular reference.

The Predicate Calculus is a system for studying formal theories. It is defined using numbers: 
numeric subscripts and superscripts label and identify unique variables, constants, function 
letters and predicate letters. Formal Set Theory with a successor function is used to provide 
a formal definition of numbers and the numeric part of Mathematics. And the Predicate 
Calculus defines all formal theories including formal Set Theory; yet, the Predicate Calculus 
depends on numbers for its definition.

So, the Predicate Calculus is defined using numbers (in this context they are seen as 
primitive notions from natural language), but formally numbers are defined using Set 
Theory, while Set Theory is formally defined using the Predicate Calculus, which is defined 
using numbers. Definition through circular reference, however, does not work. It is as 
useful as saying “I define a googlethorpe to be a googlethorpe.”

In addition to circular reference, there are some other problems with the Predicate 
Calculus such as complexity, lack of boundaries, and negative results obtained by Gödel.
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I did not find any firm ground, any foundation to build on; I did not find the concepts, tools 
or methodologies that I could accept as a place to start.

I don’t want to teach you, my reader, about what is currently accepted and how bad it is ---
other than what I’ve shown you already; I’d rather move on…
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My dissatisfaction became a motivation to work on something better.

The results of my work include the following:

• Place of Understanding [Place] is a system to govern theories, any theory, so that each 
theory is clear and consistent.

• A new theoretical foundation for Math which satisfies the standards of Place. It 
develops/explains what is known, plus defines new operations and new numbers. 

• Initial beginning of a new better theoretical foundation for Geometry.

• Insight from these, helped me with new understanding for understanding physical 
space and mass. This led to the initial beginning of a new theory for Physics, which is a 
candidate for the foundation of a Theory of Everything [TOE]. (It’s in the very beginning 
of development.)
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